What is the Aqualifter?

Aqualifter is safe, easy, practical and automated aid to enter the water for people with disabilities.
What are the features of Aqualifter?

1. Aqualifter is completely automated and adjusted to suit the user, providing a simple entry into the water with minimal effort and maximum security.

2. Aqualifter also allows independent entry into the water and out of the water for people with disabilities, which means no additional intervention.
Why choose Aqualifter?

1. Aqualifter is the best and most original product of such a purpose on the market.
2. Aqualifter fits perfectly into any environment with its simple design, adjusting the color and styling.
3. Aqualifter is fully automated and adaptable to all users and their needs.
4. Aqualifter is a Croatian product which is a result of experience in the field of crane techniques and electric automation.
Aqualifter basic model load is 120 kg.

Aqualifter can be controlled by the buttons on the seat, push-buttons on the lift chassis or wireless remote control.

Accessories

- Seat belts
- Weight sensor
- Distance to the water sensor
- Protective fence
- Passcode reader
- Seat controls
- Extra remote control
- Solar power
1992. Elektro-Tehnika d.o.o. founded in Slavonski Brod. At its beginnings, the company is engaged in servicing of electric motors, electric pumps, installing electricity networks in buildings and repair of machinery driven by electric motors.

1998. Elektro-Tehnika d.o.o. in collaboration with the company Končar MES increasingly working on the maintenance of cranes and crane modernization, which at that time grew in the core business of the company.

2005. Elektro-Tehnika d.o.o. produced its first console crane SKD-1.1, 2t. This result brings a turnaround in business and creating new business objectives. In the following two years we produced three cranes, two SKD and one bridge crane, model MD-8t, which is incorporated into the production environment Končar Alati d.o.o.

2006. Project Elevator for swimmers with disabilities EPD – 1 was launched.

2007. Elevator for disabled swimmers EPD - 1 was completed and installed on the Opatija beach Slatina.


2010. Aqualifter is installed at the beach camp Straško in Novalja on the island of Pag.

About Us

Awards

EUREKA 2007 Bruxelles – Gold Medal
IENA 2007 Nurnberg – Silver medal
ARCA 2007 Zagreb – Bronze medal and a special recognition of Romania Ministry of Science
INVENTIKA 2007 Bukureš - Silver medal
AGRO ARCA 2008 Slatina - plaque
ZLATNA KUNA 2010 - Support of a foundation “Izvorno hrvatsko”
Contact

Elektro-tehnika d.o.o.
Dr. Mile Budaka 1
Slavonski Brod

Tel/fax: +385 (0)35 423 590
+385 (0)35 446 269

Mob: +385 (0)98 944 1248

e-mail: mail@elektro-tehnika.hr
web: www.elektro-tehnika.hr